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To all, uhon, it may concern:

bracket the upper portion of the upright tube

tensions. In brackets constructed in this

and all styles of bicycle-frames,
I claim as my invention
i. A seat-post bracket for joining bicycle
frame tubes formed from a single sheet-metal
blank pressed into shape and having an up
right tubular member, a forwardly-extending

Be it known that I, WILLIAM. H. SMITH, a is continuous and without seam, thus avoid
citizen of the United States, residing at Buf-ing
any tendency to spread or- enlarge in cir 55
falo, in the county of Erie and State of New cumference.
The preferred form of m yimproved bracket
5 York, have invented certain new and useful comprises
an upright tubular member hav
Improvements in . Sheet - Metal Seat - Post
Brackets, of which the following is a specifi ing upper and lower portions 1 and 2, the up
right portion 1 having a continuous circular
cation.
.
My invention relates to an improved sheet wall and the lower portion 2 being formed
Io metal seat-post bracket principally adapted with a longitudinal seam 3 on each side. A
to jointed bicycle-frames; and the object of forward tubular member 4 extends forward
the invention is to form a bracket of a single from a point between the upper and lower
portion of sheet metal having a forward exten portions of the upright tubular member and
sion adapted to fit the upper horizontal frame has a longitudinal seam 7 upon its under Sur
15 tube and two rearwardly-extending connec face, and two rear stay members 5 extend di
tions adapted to fit in the upper extreme of agonally rearward and downward from the
the rearwardly-extending stay-tubes, so that rear of the upright tubular member and at a
the upper surface of the bracket will be point intermediate the upper and lower por- .
seamless and the circular top wall surround tions thereof and gradually diverge from each 7 o
2O ing the opening in which the seat-post tube other. These stay members are provided
extends will be continuous and without seams with longitudinal seams S upon their under
or joints, all of which will be fully and clearly surface and are connected at the top for a
hereinafter described and claimed, reference portion of their length from the upright tube
being had to the accompanying drawings, in by a strengthening-web 6.
75
In constructing my improved bracket the
25 which
Figure 1 represents a plan view of the sheet blank is first cut into substantially the form
metal blank from which my improved bracket shown in Fig. 1. It is then stamped in one set
is formed. Fig.2 represents a plan view of of dies into partially-completed form (shown
apartially-completed bracket. Fig. 3 is a side in Figs. 2 and 3) and finally pressed in a sec
3o elevation, looking in the direction of arrow ond set of dies into completed form. (Shown
W, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a side elevation of one in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.)
of the improved brackets. Fig. 5 is a bottom I am aware that changes in the form and
or inverted view of the representation illus proportion of parts in the details of construc
tion of the device herein shown and described
trated in Fig. 5.
35 In referring to the drawings in detail like as the preferred embodiment of my invention
numerals represent like parts.
may be made by a skilled mechanic without
Heretofore seat-post brackets employed in departing from the principle or sacrificing any
joining the tubes of flush-joint bicycle-frames of the advantages of my invention, and there
and having rear extensions which fit into the fore reserve the right to make such modifica 9o
4o upper ends of the rear stay-tubes, a forward tions and alterations as fairly fall within the
extension which fits into the rear end of the scope of my invention.
top-frame tube, and an upright tube which It is obvious that my improved bracket ca,
fits around the seat-post-frame tube were be employed in the building of bicycle-frames
formed with seams in the upright tube and in other than flush-jointed frames, and I there 95
45 the top surface of the rear and forward ex fore reserve the right to its adaptation to any

manner the upright tube is extremely liable

to spread at the seam, enlarge in circumfer
ence, and unevenly distribute the brazing
5o material, thereby materially weakening the
joint with the frame-tube. In my improved
op

I do
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member, and two rearwardly-projecting stay portion provided with two side seams and a

members; said upright tubular member hav
ing its upper portion formed in a continuous
seamless wall, and said forwardly-extending
member having a seam on its under surface.
2. A seat-post bracket for joining bicycle
frame tubes formed from a single sheet-netal
blank and having an upright tubular mem
ber, a forwardly-extending member, and two
rearward-projecting stay members, said up
right tubular member having its lower por
tion provided with a seam and its upper por
tion formed in a continuous seamless wall.
3. A seat-post bracket for joining bicycle
frame tubes formed from a single sheet-metal
blank, and having an upright, tubular mem
ber provided with a continuous seamless
walled upper portion, a forwardly-extending
member and two rearward-projecting stay
members, said rear stay members being con
nected at the top to the continuous seamless
Walled upper portion for a portion of their
length by a strengthening-web, and having
seams on their under Surface.
25 4. A seat-post bracket for flush-joint, bi
cycle-frames, formed from a single sheet
metal blank pressed into shape and compris
ing an upright tubular member having a lower
portion provided with two side seams and a
30 continuous seamless Walled upper portion, a
forward tubular member extending forward
from the front of the upright tubular mem
ber between its upper and lower portions, and
having a longitudinal seam on its under sur
35 face and rear stay members projecting diag
onally downward and backward from the rear
of the upright tubular member and between
its upper and lower portion and having lon
gitudinal seams on their under surfaces, sub
stantially as set forth.
5. A seat-post bracket for flush-joint bi
cycle-frames, formed from a single sheet
metal blank pressed into shape and compris
ing an upright tubular member having a lower

45

continuous seamless walled upper portion, a
forward tubular member extending forward
from the front of the upright tubular mem
ber between its upper and lower portions, hav
ing a longitudinal seam on its under surface,
and rear stay members projecting diagonally
downward and backward from the rear of the
upright tubular member, and between its up
per and lower portions and having longitudi
nal seams on their under surfaces and a 55
strengthening-web connecting said members.
for a portion of the length, substantially as
set forth.
6. A seat-post bracket for bicycle-frames,
formed from a single sheet - metal blank
pressed into shape and comprising an upright
tubular member having a lower portion pro
vided with seams and a continuous seamless
walled upper portion, a forward tubular mem
ber extending forward from the front of the
upright member between the upper and lower
portions, and rear stay members projecting
diagonally downward and backward from the
rear of the upright tubular member and a
strengthening-web connecting the top of said
members for a portion of their length; said
for Ward tubular member and rear stay men
bers having seams on their under surfaces,
substantially as set forth.
7. A seat-post, bracket for joining bicycle 75
frame tubes formed from a single sheet-metal
blank pressed into shape and composed of for
Wardly and rearwardly projecting members
and an upright tubular member, said upright
tubular member having its lower portion pro
vided with a seam or seams on its side and
its upper portion formed in a continuous Seam
less wall.
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